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ON THE
RADAR
Spanning contemporary menswear through to sartorial tailoring,
streetwear, footwear and more, the a/w 18 edition of Jacket Required
is set to host a plethora of brands to whet your buying appetite for
the new season. We highlight eight must sees.
—
LANGERCHEN Established in 2009 by Philipp Langer and Miranda Chen,
LangerChen has been producing sustainable clothing in Shanghai ever since. With
the introduction of its eco manufacturing, the brand is pioneering fair production
and employment practices in China. Langer and Chen’s intention is to make a
difference by creating ‘green’ garments, using unique organic fabrics specially
developed using the brand’s own techniques.
BARBOUR Heritage brand Barbour will present its Made for Japan collection at
Jacket Required this month. With traditional garments in authentic construction,
fit and detail, the collection celebrates the very best of British design. At the heart
of the range is the waxed cotton Slim Fit Bedale, available in classic colours of navy
and sage, alongside a select premium polo, knitwear and shirting range with
minimalist detailing.
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HANCOCK British label Hancock continues to draw inspiration for its a/w 18
offering, from Thomas Hancock, the English inventor who founded the British
rubber industry. Each garment is cut then sewn by the Hancock team, before being
passed to one of the brand’s experienced coat makers. Interior seams and pockets
are glued and taped by hand, before being rolled flat using a hardened steel hand
roller. In 2015, the label introduced Hancock Travelling Articles, which incorporates
its trademark V-Quilt pattern in lightweight nylons, wools and silks – a collection
which has grown season upon season.
HARTFORD Hartford was launched in Paris in 1979 and has maintained an “insider”
status since then. Mixing vintage European styles with a more relaxed American
aesthetic, the label has gained a cult following for its easy-to-wear pieces, which
are perfect for dressing down stylishly. Think Parisian cool with an informal edge,
Hartford offers easy-to-wear, stylish basics.

MEPHISTO ORIGINALS
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LEE JEANS Founded in 1889, in Kansas, USA, Lee is renowned for its workwear
heritage. Having created the first denim overalls in 1911, the brands also invented
zipper-fly jeans, as well as the first ever slim denim jacket. Today, these signature
styles are delivered with a modern twist, using premium fabrics, continued
innovation and new technologies. For a/w 18, buyers can expect 90s heritage
details, denim finishes, blanket lining, cord and retro stripes.
LOREAK Formerly known as Loreak Mendian, contemporary fashion label Loreak
will showcase its new direction at Jacket Required this season. Founded in 1995,
the brand has evolved in many aspects over the years, but remained true to its
honest, simple approach to design. Aside from the mainline collection, each season
welcomes to the addition of Prints – a sub-line which combines influences from
contemporary art, photography, illustration, travel and local traditions.
MEPHISTO ORIGINALS Even after 50 years in business, handmade cult footwear
brand Mephisto Originals offers shoes with real personality. When the company
founder, Martin Michaeli, created this new type of shoes in 1965, it represented an
innovation in the world of footwear. The quick-tying hiking and casual shoes with
their unique soft-air technology opened a whole new way of walking. The brand
has developed this cult shoe for the new season with a touch of nostalgia, offering
fresh designs, subdued and casual.
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WRANGLER Wrangler confirms its heritage by presenting a vibrant a/w 18
collection, with a strong denim range, pastel and black stories, multiscreen prints
and retro logos all key to the new season. The revamped Wrangler gradient
graphic makes headway, and provokes the brands standards by replacing the
leather patch on the back pocket. The iconic rainbow steals the limelight one more
time, meanwhile, flagging the leading shades of the collection.

